
Sacramento Police Department
Level 1 Use Of Force Report

Incident Entered By: Police Sergeant Vincente Porter - 804
Assigned Investigator: Admin Analyst Colleen Barker

Incident Details

Date Received Date of Occurrence Time of Occurrence

2/28/2019 2/28/2019 04:04 

Record ID # Report Number IA No

20595 19-63141 UOF2019-011 

Date/Time Entered   

3/5/2019 00:07   

Incident Summary

Please see attached documents and reports. 
 
I, Sgt Porter #3138 (1SM6) acknowledged over the Radio this incident.   
 
I arrived on scene and at UCDMC and spoke to the Officers involved. 
 
After hearing what the Officers told me at the scene, viewing the body worn camera video footage, reviewing 
the G.O. report and the CAD call, I find that the Use of Force was justified and consistent with department 
policy and training. 

Incident Location

•  L Street, Sacramento, CA 95819 - Location of Occurrence: 6 - East - Precinct: 6D

Categories

Use of Force Specific Information

Reason for Use of Force Service Being Rendered

Overcome Resistance Calls For Service

Weather Condition Lighting Condition Distance to Citizen

Clear Indoor-Medium lighting 1 feet to 3 feet 

Citizen Injured Citizen Taken to Hospital Citizen Arrested

Yes Yes No

More than 1 Citizen Involved

No 

Citizen's Build Citizen's Height  

Larger than Officer 5'7'' to 5'9''

Officer Assessment of Citizen Condition During Incident

Mental Health 

Officer(s) Injured Officer(s) Taken to Hospital

No No

Reporting/Involved Citizen Information



DOB:    Race: Asian   Ethnicity:    Gender: Male 

     Address
     •  

     Phone
     • 
     •  

     Role 
     • Subject (5150 W&I hold) 

Types of Resistance Citizen Used Against Officer(s)
     • Physical Resistance

Injuries sustained by this citizen

Injury Regions Injury Locations
Med Clearance UOF-related X 1
Bone Fracture 3 2

Involved Officers

Police Officer Drew Davis - ABRA Number: 4360 
Assignment at time of incident: Title: Police Officer OOO/Patrol/District 6 

     Video Footage: Worn/Activated 

     Role 
     • Secondary Ofcr-not prime force used 

Force used by this officer against the citizen



     • Physical-Other - Was force effective: No

Force Used Effective? Regions Points of contact
Physical-Other No A 1

     Injuries sustained by this officer

Injury Regions Injury Locations
No injuries noted or visible   

Police Officer Scott Eckert - ABRA Number: 4444 
Assignment at time of incident: Title: Police Officer OOO/Patrol/District 6 

     Video Footage: Worn/Activated 

     Role 
     • Primary Officer 

Force used by this officer against the citizen
     • Control Holds - Was force effective: Yes

Force Used Effective? Regions Points of contact
Control Holds Yes 3, 4 1, 2



     Injuries sustained by this officer

Injury Regions Injury Locations
No injuries noted or visible   

Police Officer Peter Fremgen - ABRA Number: 4452 
Assignment at time of incident: Title: Police Officer OOO/Patrol/District 6 

     Video Footage: Worn/Activated 

     Role 
     • Secondary Officer 

Force used by this officer against the citizen
     • Control Holds - Was force effective: No

Force Used Effective? Regions Points of contact
Control Holds No 5, 6 1, 2



     Injuries sustained by this officer

Injury Regions Injury Locations
No injuries noted or visible   

Tasks

No tasks to show

Running Sheet Entries

No running sheet entries to show

Attachments

Date Attached Attachment Description Attachment Type
3/5/2019 19-63141 G.O. Rept pdf
3/5/2019 19-63141 Ofc Safety Bulletin docx
3/5/2019 19-63141 Red Border Form pdf
3/5/2019 19-63141 CAD Call pdf

Assignment History

Sent Dt From To
5/17/2019 Officer Rosalia Cabrera #0723 (None Specified)



 
                    Assignment notes 
Field status changed in IAPro from To IA to Released 
                
 
                    Email sent to receiver 
No email sent 
                

5/17/2019 Officer Rosalia Cabrera #0723 (None Specified)
 
                    Assignment notes 
Released back to IAPro 
                
 
                    Email sent to receiver 
No email sent 
                

9/10/2019 AA Colleen Barker #6445 (None Specified)
 
                    Assignment notes 
Field status changed in IAPro from Released to Pipeline assigned 
                
 
                    Email sent to receiver 
No email sent 
                

9/10/2019 AA Colleen Barker #6445 Admin Analyst Colleen Barker
 
                    Assignment notes 
Pipeline assigned 
                
 
                    Email sent to receiver 
No email sent 
                

9/10/2019 Admin Analyst Colleen Barker (None Specified)
 
                    Assignment notes 
Assigned incident marked complete by Admin Analyst Colleen Barker. Incident is pipelined and therefore has 
been sent back to IAPro. 
                
 
                    Email sent to receiver 
No email sent 
                

9/10/2019 AA Colleen Barker #6445 (None Specified)
 
                    Assignment notes 
Field status changed in IAPro from Completed - in holding bin to Released 
                
 
                    Email sent to receiver 
No email sent 
                

Chain of Command History

Routing #1
Sent From: Police Sergeant Vincente Porter
Sent To: Police Lieutenant-Exempt Joseph Bailey
CC: Police Lieutenant-Exempt Brent Kaneyuki
Sent Date/Time: 3/5/2019 6:48 PM
Instructions from Police Sergeant Vincente Porter to Police Lieutenant-Exempt Joseph Bailey:
UOF BT RFR
Comments/Response from Police Lieutenant-Exempt Joseph Bailey:
Comments:



After reviewing the report and BWC footage associated with this incident I find that the application of force 
was justified and within department policy.

Routing #2
Sent From: Police Lieutenant-Exempt Joseph Bailey
Sent To: Police Lieutenant-Exempt Rudolph Chan
CC: (none)
Sent Date/Time: 3/15/2019 7:41 AM
Instructions from Police Lieutenant-Exempt Joseph Bailey to Police Lieutenant-Exempt Rudolph
Chan:
Lt Chan, could you please provide a secondary review of this incident.
Comments/Response from Police Lieutenant-Exempt Rudolph Chan:
Comments:
After a review of the BWC video and associated General Offense Report, I occur that this use of force was 
justified and within policy.

Routing #3
Sent From: Police Lieutenant-Exempt Rudolph Chan
Sent To: Police Lieutenant-Exempt Cynthia Stinson
CC: (none)
Sent Date/Time: 3/18/2019 7:20 AM
Instructions from Police Lieutenant-Exempt Rudolph Chan to Police Lieutenant-Exempt Cynthia
Stinson:
For final East Area Command review and approval.  thank you
Comments/Response from Police Lieutenant-Exempt Cynthia Stinson:
Comments:
After reviewing the report and BWC footage I believe the Use of Force was justified and within department 
policy and training.

Routing #4
Sent From: Police Lieutenant-Exempt Cynthia Stinson
Sent To: Dep Chief of Police David Peletta
CC: (none)
Sent Date/Time: 3/23/2019 3:07 PM
Instructions from Police Lieutenant-Exempt Cynthia Stinson to Dep Chief of Police David Peletta:
For your final review.  .
Comments/Response from Dep Chief of Police David Peletta:
Comments:
[Forward to IA/PSU by Dep Chief of Police David Peletta]

Routing #5
Sent From: Admin Analyst Colleen Barker
Sent To: Admin Analyst Colleen Barker
CC: (none)
Sent Date/Time: 9/10/2019 1:50 PM
Instructions from Admin Analyst Colleen Barker to Admin Analyst Colleen Barker:
update citz injuries
Comments/Response from Admin Analyst Colleen Barker:
Comments:
[Pipelined assignment marked complete by Admin Analyst Colleen Barker]

Assigned Investigator Signature Line 

______________________________________________________ 
Admin Analyst Colleen Barker

Chain of Command Signature Lines 



/

______________________________________________________ 
Police Lieutenant-Exempt Joseph Bailey 

______________________________________________________ 
Police Lieutenant-Exempt Rudolph Chan 

______________________________________________________ 
Police Lieutenant-Exempt Cynthia Stinson 

______________________________________________________ 
Dep Chief of Police David Peletta 

______________________________________________________ 
Admin Analyst Colleen Barker
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General Offense Information
Operational status: INFORMATION REPORT ONLY
Reported on: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.) 404
Occurred on: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.) 404
Approved on: Mar-01-2019  (Fri.)  by:   238  -  DIECKMANN, GREGORY 3111
Report submitted by: 4452  -  FREMGEN, PETER 1003
Org unit: OOO PATROL DIST 6 LATE (TEAM 37)
Address:  L ST
                Municipality: SACRAMENTO County: SACRAMENTO COUNTY
                District: 6   Beat: 6D   Grid: 0845 
Felony/Misdemeanor: MISDEMEANOR
Family violence: No

Offenses (Completed/Attempted)
Offense: # 1   7000-30   5150 WI DANGER SELF/OTHERS  -  COMPLETED
Location: RESIDENCES
Offender suspected of using: N/A
Bias: NONE (NO BIAS)
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Related Person(s)

1.  VICTIM # 1 - 

(Case Specific Information)
Sex: MALE
Race: ASIAN (ALL)/ PACIFIC ISLANDER
Date of birth:  
Address: 
                Municipality: 
Phone Numbers

MAIN
HOME PHONE:

   

CELL
PHONE:

   

2.  WITNESS # 1 - 

(Case Specific Information)
Sex: FEMALE
Race: CAUCASIAN/WHITE/HISPANIC/EAST INDIAN/GUAMANIAN
Date of birth:  
Address: 
                Municipality: -
Phone Numbers

CELL
PHONE:

   

3.  SUBJECT # 1 - 

(Case Specific Information)
Sex: MALE
Race: CAUCASIAN/WHITE/HISPANIC/EAST INDIAN/GUAMANIAN
Date of birth:  
Address: 
                Municipality: 
Phone Numbers

CELL
PHONE:

   

4.  SUBJECT # 2 - 

(Case Specific Information)
Sex: FEMALE
Race: CAUCASIAN/WHITE/HISPANIC/EAST INDIAN/GUAMANIAN
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Date of birth:  
                Municipality: 
Phone Numbers

CELL
PHONE:

   

5.  SUBJECT # 3 - 

(Case Specific Information)
Sex: MALE
Race: CAUCASIAN/WHITE/HISPANIC/EAST INDIAN/GUAMANIAN
Date of birth:  
Address:     Apartment: 
                Municipality: 
Phone Numbers

MAIN
HOME PHONE:

   

6.  SUBJECT # 4 - 

(Case Specific Information)
Sex: MALE
Race: CAUCASIAN/WHITE/HISPANIC/EAST INDIAN/GUAMANIAN
Date of birth:  
Address: 
                Municipality: 
Phone Numbers

MAIN
HOME PHONE:

   

BUSINESS
PHONE:

   

CELL
PHONE:

   

7.  SUBJECT # 5 - 

(Case Specific Information)
Sex: FEMALE
Race: ASIAN (ALL)/ PACIFIC ISLANDER
Date of birth:  
Address: 
                Municipality: 
Phone Numbers

MAIN
HOME PHONE:
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Related Text Page(s)
Document: 04 OBSERVATIONS
Author: 4452 - FREMGEN, PETER 1003
Subject: OFFICER FREMGEN #1003
Related date/time: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.) 921 

On 2/28/19, at approx 0432 hours, I, Ofc Fremgen #1003, was dispatched to
the area of  L St for a mental subject. Per the text of the call, the
complainant had advised the neighbor was knocking on her door. The
complainant advised the subject was  and that he was manic
depressive and off his meds. Dispatch made phone contact with  and he
cursed at the call taker and stated he was dealing with a higher authority.
He told the dispatcher that he was knocking on the door to get a TV dinner
re-heated. Per the text of the call,  lives at  with his 92
year old mother.
 
Body worn cameras captured portions of the investigation. I arrived on
scene at approx 0446 hrs. Ofc Eckert #1001 and Ofc Davis #941 were already
on scene prior to my arrival.
 
As I entered the house, I saw  standing in the living room. As I
approached the doorway  exclaimed at me, "You look like a Nazi."
 
Ofc Eckert was attempting to converse with , however  would only
speak brief sentences before having a blank stare. I learned that  was
speaking with other voices in his head. During this period of blank
stares,  would not respond to us verbally.
 
Ofc Eckert advised that he has been trying to talk with  for approx 30
min, and that they have not yet checked the welfare of his mother who was
also home.
 
I attempted to speak with  and he was slightly confrontational. His
arms were crossed, and he loudly told me that he wanted space, indicating
for me to back up.
 
I backed up slightly, and attempted to speak with  to better
understand what was going on. I had great difficulty in doing so, as he
would respond briefly to one of my questions, and then would go back to a
blank stare, and not respond at all.
 
At one point,  motioned toward Ofc Eckert, and stated he was reading
his thoughts.  then turned and walked to the back of the living room
toward Ofc Davis and aggressively stated, Excuse me sir I need to use the
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restroom. Out of my way, I need to use the restroom." 's demeanor was
mildly hostile. Ofc Davis blocked 's access to the restroom, and I
resumed attempting to speak with .
 
I inquired multiple times as to the whereabouts of 's mother. 
stated he still lived with her, but would not confirm where she was. From
reading prior calls for service at this location (19-58137), I was aware
that 's mother was in her 90's, and officers had previously conducted
welfare checks on her.
 
At this point, one of my concerns was for the welfare of 's mother,
and whether she was OK, and whether she would be safe under the care of

. Based on what I had seen so far, I believed that  was
experiencing a mental health crisis. Based on his aggressive demeanor, and
inability to effectively communicate with us, I grew concerned he could
become violent.
 
As I looked around the room, I observed a boxed TV dinner lying on the
coffee table. It was indicated that this was the TV dinner that  was
asking the neighbor to heat up. I also observed exercise equipment
including a weight bench and a barbell with weights on either end. I
observed  to have a muscular build and suspected that he exercised
frequently. Additionally, he appeared to be approx. 250 lbs.
 
I continued trying to speak with , but his demeanor remained
aggressive, and he continued switching between speaking with officers and
blankly staring and not responding.
 
At times, while speaking with , he would pause and tell officers that
someone else was talking to him, when nobody else. At one point, he
specifically said that his girlfriend was talking to him when there was
nobody else in the room.
 
I attempted to get  to voluntarily come with officers for a mental
health evaluation, but he refused.
 
I asked  if he ever wanted to hurt himself and he stated he has not.
I asked him if he currently wanted to hurt himself, and he said no. He
then spontaneously stated, "Do I want to hurt the three of you? Is that
what you're asking?" I asked him if he wanted to hurt anybody else and he
replied, "Not right now. Maybe in about 20 years for what you've done to me
tonight. You're going to have to hurt yourself tonight."
 
When asked about this statement,  did not reply and had a blank stare.
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Ofc Davis and Ofc Eckert informed me that  had mentioned earlier how
he wanted us to go and hurt ourselves, however he had not said he was going
to hurt us.
 
Ofc Davis checked on 's mother who was in a back bedroom. When Ofc
Davis walked into the back room,  became agitated, stating we deceived
him. I re-iterated to  that we were here to help him.
 

 stood in the living room and began fidgeting with a ring he was
wearing. Ofc Eckert mentioned that  should keep the ring on, and
Okada stated, "This priest might have to leave the Catholic church tonight.
Because my nuns are coming in now." When asked what the nuns do, 
replied, "The nuns kill for the father. The nuns kill for me."
 

's talk of killing and death greatly concerned me, and I became
concerned that  could be a danger to others. I continued to try and
gain compliance from  and for him to go to the hospital, yet he
refused again.
 

 began pulling on his ring again. Ofc Eckert advised , "don't
take the nuns off."  stated, "When I take the ring off, that means I'm
leaving the church and I'll kill." Ofc Eckert asked who he was going to
kill, but  did not respond. I attempted to gain additional information
from  about his statement about killing, and  only responded that
there was a priest named Dave in the room with him.  did not further
elaborate on his statement about killing.
 
At this point I believed  to be a danger to others based on my
observations and his statement about killing, and I believed he met
criteria to be detained and transported for a mental health evaluation.
 

 then sat down on the couch, and then lied down and covered himself up
with a blanket. This presented an officer safety issue as 's hands
were now covered up, and I did not believe , nor the couch had been
searched for weapons.
 
Ofc Davis, Ofc Eckert, and I began preparing to take  into custody.
The blanket was removed, and the furniture was moved to make room to work.
 
Ofc Davis asked  to stand up and he refused. I attempted to assist

 up by pulling on his arm and he continued to lie down. I explained
to  that he was not in trouble and we were going to go see a doctor
however  continued to passively resist.
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 was gently rolled onto the carpet and we attempted to place his hands

behind his back to place him in handcuffs.  pulled his arms up under
his torso, with his fists near his face. I took 's left arm and Ofc
Eckert took his right arm and we attempted to place 's arms behind his
back. I re-iterated to  that he was not in trouble however 
began to tense up and resist officers.
 
I tried again to pull his left arm behind him; however I could feel 
attempting to bite my arm and hands. I released and instructed  to
place his hand behind his back but he continued to resist. Ofc Eckert and I
resumed attempting to place his hands behind his back by grabbing on to his
wrist and forearm and directing them toward his back.  was extremely
strong, and I had difficulty in attempting to get his arms back due to his
strong resistance. I then heard an audible crack from the right side where
Ofc Eckert was, and  began moaning indicating that  had sustained
an injury to his right arm.
 
I observed that 's right arm appeared to be bending backwards near the
elbow and forearm. 's elbow appeared to be swelling and bruising.
Additionally, I observed several abrasions to 's wrists. The abrasions
were red and partially resembled scratches caused by fingernails.
 
From my observations, Ofc Eckert was not twisting, torqueing, or otherwise
maneuvering 's arm in a way in which it should have been expected to
cause injury. Ofc Eckert appeared to have been simply pulling on 's
arm when he suffered the unintended injury.
 
Fire was immediately requested code 3 to the scene, and an additional unit
was requested. We attempted to reassure and render aid to  while
waiting for fire. I checked the freezer for an ice pack, and located a bag
of frozen vegetables. I placed this on 's arm which I observed had
an obvious deformity in the forearm near the elbow.  exclaimed that he
did not want our help and did not want the ice pack so I removed it from
his arm.
 
Ofc Valenzuela #855 arrived on scene and contacted the original complainant
on the call (see supplemental).
 
At this point, 's mother entered the room and I attempted to gain some
more information about .
 
We stood by  until Sacramento Fire Engine 8 and Medic 8 arrived on
scene.  ultimately voluntarily walked to the front yard and got on the
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gurney. He was transported to UC Davis Medical Center where Ofc Davis and
Ofc Eckert submitted an application for a 5150 hold.
 
Sgt Porter #3138 and CSI responded to the scene. CSI also responded to UC
Davis Medical Center.
 
I spoke with 's mother, . She advised that her son has
manic depression and has been under lots of stress lately. She advised he
was normal today and had gone bowling earlier in the day. She advised he
was normal at the time she went to bed. She also advised that 
manages his own medication and is normally compliant with his medications.
She advised she heard voices when officers were on scene but could not make
out what they were saying. She advised she did not see or hear anything
related to the struggle with 
 
I performed a neighborhood canvass with the following results:
 

 L St: No answer
 

 L St: I contacted residents  and  who advised nobody
had knocked on their door that evening, however last week  was waving
to  calling him Dave despite the fact that the resident was named

.
 

 L St: I contacted resident  who advised nobody had
knocked on his door that evening, however last week  came up to him
while  was working in his garage and  challenged him to a
fight.
 

 L St: I contacted resident  who advised that nobody had
knocked on his door that evening; however he advised that  is up and
down and occasionally has incidents. He advised last week  was social,
but was acting strange.
 
I performed a records check and located three handguns registered to 
a Colt .380, a North American .22, and a Smith and Wesson 10mm. Per AFS
and RMS the Colt was seized on 3/31/18 (18-94648), the North American was
transfered from  on 7/11/1995, and the Smith and Wesson was
transferred form  on 12/2/1995.
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Follow Up Report # SA  1
Assignment Information

Assigned to: 4463 - NGUYEN, HEATHER 6354    Rank:
Capacity: SUPPLEMENTAL ADD (NOT FOR DETECTIVE USE)    Org unit: OOI FORENSIC ID - CRIME

SCENE INVESTIGATION
Assigned on: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.) 1432    by: 4463 -  NGUYEN, HEATHER 6354
Report due on: Mar-01-2019  (Fri.)

Submission Information
Submitted on: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.) 722
Approved on: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.)     by: 1106 -  WOO, FRANK 6382
Follow Up Conclusion
Follow Up concluded: Yes

  
  
  
  

Narrative Text Report # 1
Document: CSI REPORT
Author: 4463 - NGUYEN, HEATHER 6354
Subject: PHOTOS
Related date/time: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.) 710 

On 2/28/19 at approximately 0641 hours, I, Forensic Investigator H.Nguyen
#6354 (CSI21) arrived at  L St. to take photographs related to an
incident involving resisting arrest. Upon arrival, I contacted Officer
Fremgen #1003.
 
PHOTOGRAPHS:
 
I took twenty-nine (29) photographs of the following; which were uploaded
into the Digital Crime Scene (DCS) system:
 
Overall condition of living room
-Marie Callendars Fettuccini with Chicken and Broccoli box, located on
table
-bag of Sunny Select California blend bag of frozen vegetables
-white blanket under table
 
I cleared and changed my location to 2315 Stockton Blvd.- UC Davis Medical
Center. Upon arrival, I contacted Officer Eckert #1001.
 
PHOTOGRAPHS:
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I took twenty-two (22) photographs of the following; which were uploaded
into the Digital Crime Scene (DCS) system:
 
Overall appearance of  (DOB: )
 
Condition of right arm
-injury to right elbow
-injuries to outer side of right wrist
-injuries to top of right hand
 
-injuries to bottom side of left forearm
 
I cleared the call at approximately 0722 hours.
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Follow Up Report # SA  2
Assignment Information

Assigned to: 3154 - VALENZUELA, MARIO 0855    Rank:
Capacity: SUPPLEMENTAL ADD (NOT FOR DETECTIVE USE)    Org unit: OOO PATROL DIST 6 LATE

(TEAM 36)
Assigned on: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.) 1433    by: 3154 -  VALENZUELA, MARIO 0855
Report due on: Mar-01-2019  (Fri.)

Submission Information
Submitted on: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.) 607
Approved on: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.)     by: 238 -  DIECKMANN, GREGORY 3111
Follow Up Conclusion
Follow Up concluded: Yes

  
  
  
  

Narrative Text Report # 1
Document: 02 WITNESS STATEMENT
Author: 3154 - VALENZUELA, MARIO 0855
Subject: 
Related date/time: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.) 558 

In Summary:
 
On 02-28-2019 at approx. 0530 hrs. I, Ofc. Valenzuela #855 contacted
witness  at  L St and obtained her statement. She stated
the following in summary:
 
My body worn camera (BWC) was activated throughout the interview.
 
I've known  and his family for over 40 years. Last night he was
knocking on our door since around 9pm. He was knocking on our door all
night. At 9pm my husband answered.  was asking if he could heat up
his frozen dinner in our microwave. My husband offered to take it in and
heat it up for him but  didn't want that. My husband said he would
take it in, read the instructions and take it to him to his house when it's
ready but  said no that they were not for my husband to eat. 
didn't like that idea so he took his frozen dinner back and left. He came
back pounding on our front door at around 3:50am. I mean pounding hard but
this time we didn't answer. He pounded again on it at around 4am and again
when I was on the phone with 911. We didn't answer the door again those
times.
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He hasn't been taken his medication.
 

 lives with his mom. He takes care of her.
 
He hasn't had a job in decades he just takes care of his mother.
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Follow Up Report # SA  3
Assignment Information

Assigned to: 4444 - ECKERT, SCOTT 1001    Rank:
Capacity: SUPPLEMENTAL ADD (NOT FOR DETECTIVE USE)    Org unit: OOO PATROL DIST 6 LATE

(TEAM 37)
Assigned on: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.) 1435    by: 4444 -  ECKERT, SCOTT 1001
Report due on: Mar-01-2019  (Fri.)

Submission Information
Submitted on: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.) 933
Approved on: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.)     by: 238 -  DIECKMANN, GREGORY 3111
Follow Up Conclusion
Follow Up concluded: Yes

  
  
  
  

Narrative Text Report # 1
Document: 04 OBSERVATIONS
Author: 4444 - ECKERT, SCOTT 1001
Subject: OFC. ECKERT# 1001
Related date/time: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.) 804 

On 02-28-19 at approx. 0411 hours, I, Ofc. Eckert #1001 and my partner
(Ofc. Davis #941) were dispatched to  L St. in regards to a mental
subject that lived at  The call details stated,  was
manic depressive and off his meds. Further call details informed officers
that  was knocking on his neighbors door to to have them heat up a TV
dinner. The neighbors were scared of  and would not answer the door
for him, he told them that he was dealing with a higher power. We arrived
on scene, activated our body worn cameras, and I observed the following in
summary:
 
We arrived on scene and  walked out of his house and met us on the
driveway. He was holding a microwave-able meal. He said we made him nervous
and he began to stare at us. I asked  how I could help him. 
informed police that he was the commanding authority and if we did not
respect him it would mean death.
 

 tried to go back inside his residence which concerned me because I
knew his elderly mother lived at the residence and maybe inside. Ofc. Davis
went to contact the caller, so I began to speak further with  to build
repour with him. I again asked  how I could help him. I assured him I
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meant no disrespect.  stood silently and stared at me.
 
I could see that  was growing frustrated. He walked forward and
approached me in very close proximity. I told him to step back out of my
face.  told me that if I took three steps back he would continue to
talk to me, so I did and then Ofc. Davis took over the conversation.
 

 informed Ofc. Davis that he had been diagnosed with depression,
bipolar, and skizophrenia. He further stated that he had been prescribed
medication but could not remember when he last took them. Officers offered
to take  to the hospital. Then  tried to walk inside the house
again and stated that he was going to lock the door. Officers did not allow
this for the safety of 's mother. Officers were afraid she would not
be able to defend herself against  if a confrontation occured.
 
Ofc. Davis continued to speak with  and I tried to contact the caller
for myself but was unsuccessful.
 
I got a phone call from the beat Officer (Ofc. Fremgen #1003) who asked if
he could assist us. Ofc. Fremgen began to respond to the scene.
 
Then  informed officers that he was going to go into his house and
stab himself in his bedroom tonight.
 
Then  told officers that he could curl 825 pounds.
 

 then told officers that they needed to blow their brains out in front
of God tonight.
 
At this point I was concerned for 's elderly mother and knew that we
could not leave without checking on her welfare.
 
Ofc. Davis and I wanted to get into the house but did not want to escalate
the situation. Ofc. Davis gave  a lawful order to stay out of the
house, but  did not want us to check on his mother.
 
Ofc. Davis continued to talk to  and eventually we were able to get
into the house because  believed our patrol Sergeant (Sgt. Porter) was
standing behind him and wanted us to go inside to see him curl 825 pounds.
 
We all went inside and almost immediately  wanted us out of his house.
Ofc. Davis explained that we could not leave.  informed officers that
he had knives in his house.
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Ofc. Fremgen arrived on scene. Ofc Fremgen spoke with  in length about
his command voices, the need to contact his mother, his previous ownership
of firearms and when they were confiscated.  also told Ofc. Fremgen
that he had a regular doctor.
 
Ofc. Davis was able to contact 's mother and see that she was safe.
 

 randomly began to stare at me again and started to take a ring off of
his finger. I could see that  was getting angry again. I asked about
the ring and told  to keep it on.  told me that he was taking the
ring off so that he could leave the Catholic church and bring in nuns and
kill for the father. Then  stared at me and I tried to ask clarifying
questions as to what he meant.
 

 was not responding to questions any longer. Officers together decided
that  needed to be placed on a 5150 hold for danger to self and others
after the several comments he made and the present ability he had to harm
himself or his mother if police left the residence.
 
At this point  was sitting on the couch in the living room. Ofc.
Fremgen began to grab 's hand first and I grabbed the other arm to
place  into handcuffs.
 

 resisted officers, so we cleared a space on the carpet and gently
placed  on the ground on his stomach.  was a very strong male and
was able to pull his arms under his chest.
 
Ofc. Fremgen and myself each grabbed an arm (I had the right arm). Ofc.
Fremgen stated that  was trying to bite him. Officers stayed calm and
told  they were there to help him. We asked for him to place his hands
behind his back.  would not obey commands and Ofc. Davis applied a
pressure point to gain compliance as Ofc. Fremgen and I tried to cuff

.  continued to resist and would not give officers his hands. He
locked his two hands together holding opposing wrist so tight that he made
himself bleed. Officers continued to struggle with  and when I pulled
to get his arm out from under his chest I heard a snap and felt his arm
give.
 
I immediately released his arm and thought his elbow had dislocated. Ofc.
Davis requested the fire department code three.  did not want the fire
department and refused medical aid (ice).  was breathing and talking,
so Officers could do nothing but wait for the fire department to respond.
 

's mother entered the room and reassured her son that we were here to
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help him.
 
Engine and Medic 8 arrived on scene. 's arm was placed in a splint and
he was transported to UCD.
 
Ofc. Davis road in the ambulance and I followed behind in the patrol
vehicle.
 
Once at UCD Ofc. Davis placed  on a 5150 hold.
 
Medial staff at UCD new  well from a prior incident with a spit mask
and a struggle to get him restrained. Medical staff confimed our decision
to bring  to the hospital was correct. Medical staff advised that

's arm was likly broken but would need X-rays to confirm.
 
Sgt. Porter arrived on scene and was advised of the incident.
 
CSI responded to the scene and the hospital to take photographs.
 
Officers cleared the scene.
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Follow Up Report # SA  4
Assignment Information

Assigned to: 4360 - DAVIS, DREW 0941    Rank:
Capacity: SUPPLEMENTAL ADD (NOT FOR DETECTIVE USE)    Org unit: OOO PATROL DIST 6 LATE

(TEAM 37)
Assigned on: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.) 1435    by: 4360 -  DAVIS, DREW 0941
Report due on: Mar-01-2019  (Fri.)

Submission Information
Submitted on: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.) 747
Approved on: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.)     by: 238 -  DIECKMANN, GREGORY 3111
Follow Up Conclusion
Follow Up concluded: Yes

  
  
  
  

Narrative Text Report # 1
Document: 04 OBSERVATIONS
Author: 4360 - DAVIS, DREW 0941
Subject: OFC. DAVIS OBS
Related date/time: Feb-28-2019  (Thu.) 646 

On Thursday 2/28/19 at approx. 0411 hours, my partner Ofc. Eckert #1001 and
I (Ofc. Davis 941) were dispatched to  L St in regards to a male asian
adult ( ) who was knocking on his neighbors door. Notes on the
call indicated the neighbors were scared of him. We arrived on scene at
approx. 0419 hours and observed the following in summary (recorded on body
worn camera):
 
Upon arrival to the area, we located  who was walking out of his house

.  had a TV dinner in his hands. Upon contact,  stated he
was our "higher authority" and that if we did not respect him, it meant
"death".
 

 stated he was going over to his neighbors house to cook his TV dinner
because his microwave was broken. He informed us that he lives at the house
with his mom but she could not help him because she was 92 years old.
 
While speaking with , he stated he has been diagnosed with "Bipolar,
Maniac Depressive, Paranoia and all the stuff". He stated he has been
prescribed medication for his illnesses but does not know when he last took
them.
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At one point,  stated that he wanted to go into his room and stab
himself. He also stated that he wanted police to blow their brains out in
front of God.
 
During our conversations,  would continually pause and look into a
different direction and state that he was talking to someone else (Sgt.
Porter, his ex-girlfriend, and other people).  had a commanding voice
telling him what to do. His commanding voice told him to tell us that we
needed to hurt ourselves.
 

 started to take a ring off of his finger and that doing so would
release the Nuns and he would start killing. Ofc. Eckert and I were afraid
that if we left  as he was he would hurt himself or someone else. Due
to this we informed  that he was being placed on a 5150 W&I hold.

 refused to give officers his hands nor stand up off of the couch.
 
We placed  on the floor from his couch and attempted to place him in
handcuffs to transport him to the hospital. While on the ground, 
refused to comply and held his hands together underneath him while officers
attempted to place them behind his back. As officers were struggling with

, Ofc. Fremgen stated that  was trying to bite him.
 
When Ofc. Fremgen stated this, I used departmentally approved pressure
points to gain compliance through pain. I placed pressure on the small gap
behind his left ear. This did not gain compliance. During this, Ofc. Eckert
was still attempting to get  arm out from underneath him. While
struggling with , we all heard a loud snap that came from 's
right arm. We believed that his arm may have been broken.
 
I requested Fire code 3 for the injury to  arm.
 
I requested CSI to photograph the scene and 's injuries.
 
I rode with Fire while they transported  to UC Davis Medical Center
for treatment of his arm and to be place on a 5150 W&I hold.
 
I advised 1SM6 Sgt. Porter of the incident.
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Follow Up Report # SA  5
Assignment Information

Assigned to: 4386 - BEAN, JR, DAN C 0974    Rank: POLICE OFFICER
Capacity: SUPPLEMENTAL INVESTIGATION (DETECTIVE ONLY)    Org unit: OOO MENTAL HEALTH

TEAM EAST
Assigned on: Mar-01-2019  (Fri.) 1503    by: 4386 -  BEAN, JR, DAN C 0974
Report due on: Apr-30-2019  (Tue.)

Submission Information
Submitted on: May-07-2019  (Tue.) 913
Checked by: 78 -  PECK, LAURA 3125
Approved on: May-07-2019  (Tue.)     by: 78 -  PECK, LAURA 3125
Follow Up Conclusion
Follow Up concluded: Yes

  
  
  
  

Narrative Text Report # 1
Document: 06 DETECTIVE SUPPLEMENT
Author: 4386 - BEAN, JR, DAN C 0974
Subject: MENTAL HEALTH FOLLOW UP: BEAN #974
Related date/time: Mar-01-2019  (Fri.) 1530 

On Friday 03/01/2019, I (Ofc Bean #974), was assigned to the SPD Mental Health Unit and conducted follow up
on  5150 W&I report.
 
I requested that the SPD Mobile Crisis Support Team (MCST) respond to UC Davis to evaluate  for
additional resources.  was still very upset with law enforcement, but met with Sacramento County Senior
Mental Health Counselor, Elizabeth Almendarez.
 
Counselor Almendarez advised that  expressed anger towards the officers who had contacted him the night
prior and stated that he would find out who they were. He stated that he made no direct threats.
 
I referred  to the TLCS Peer Navigator Program, but was advised on 03/26/2019 that his referral was
closed after multiple unsuccessful attempts to contact him.
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Clearance Information
Agency: SACRAMENTO PD
Cleared status: SUSPENDED - OTHER  - NOT APPLICABLE
Cleared on: May-07-2019  (Tue.)
Cleared by Officer 1: 4386 -  BEAN, JR, DAN C 0974
Org Unit: MENTA -  OOO MENTAL HEALTH TEAM EAST
Approved by: 78 -  PECK, LAURA 3125
Org Unit: MENTA -  OOO MENTAL HEALTH TEAM EAST
Complainant/Victim notified: No
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*** END OF HARDCOPY ***





SECTION II

IMPORTANT! 1. Call Police 264 5471 immediately on theft and vandalism losses, advising if loss involves City property.

2. Call Risk Management 808 5278 immediately on fire, money and securities losses, severe damage to City property, etc.

3. If applicable, complete this section of Incident/Loss Report and distribute as required (below) within 24 hours.

Date & Time of Incident      Location of Incident                        Time Police Notified       Police Incident Report Number

Description
of

   Incident

Probable
Cause

Proposed
Corrective

Action

Witness(s)

Est. Cost
of

Replacement

Inventory

Tag Number
Name

Report
Filed By Dept ID   

        
Department

Title

(If additional space is required use supplemental sheet of paper and attach hereto.)

Division

Date

Phone

Signature

Dept./Div. Signature

Risk Mgmt. Reviewer

Dept ID                                                                                                                      Date

Date

Phone No.

Phone No.

Original and 1 Copy to Risk Mgmt.
1 Copy retained by Dept/Div.

FORM RM 3 (3/09)





 
 

    
 
   
         
 

 
 
 
Report Number: 2019-63141 
 
Please note that the records provided in this release do not include records or portions of records that are 
exempt from disclosure pursuant to applicable law. Without limiting other arguments against disclosure that 
may exist, the following records or portions of records are specifically prohibited or exempted from 
disclosure:   

 
Records or information that constitutes the personal data or information of an officer or their family 
members (Cal. Pen. Code §§ 832.7(b)(4) and (b)(5)(A));  
 
Records or information, the disclosure of which would compromise the anonymity of complainants or 
witnesses (Cal. Pen. Code § 832.7(b)(5)(B)); 
 
Records or information, the disclosure of which would reveal personal identifying information, where, 
on the facts of the particular case, the public interest served by not disclosing the information clearly 
outweighs the public interest served by disclosure of the information (Cal. Pen. Code § 832.7(b)(6)); 
 
Records or information wherein the public interest served by not disclosing the record clearly 
outweighs the public interest served by disclosure (Cal. Gov. Code § 6255(a)); 
 
Records or information that constitute confidential medical, financial, or other information, the 
disclosure of which is specifically prohibited by federal law or would cause an unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy (Cal. Pen. Code § 832.7(b)(5)(C));  
 
Records or information, the disclosure of which is exempted or prohibited pursuant to federal or state 
law (Cal. Gov. Code § 6254(k); see also Cal. Const. art. 1 Sec. 1; Cal. Pen. Code §§ 11105 and 13300; Cal. 
Evid. Code § 1040; and HIPAA 45 CFR Part 160 and Subparts A and E of Part 164).  

 
 
Sacramento Police Department 
Professional Standards Unit 
916-808-3790 
spdpsu@pd.cityofsacramento.org 
 

 
 
 
 

The Mission of the Sacramento Police Department is to work in partnership with the Community to 
protect life and property, solve neighborhood problems, and enhance the quality of life in our City. 

                    5770 Freeport Blvd., Suite 100 
                   Sacramento, CA  95822-3516 
 
                                        (916) 808-0800 
                    Fax: (916) 808-0818 
                                        www.sacpd.org 

DANIEL HAHN 
Chief of Police 

mailto:spdpsu@pd.cityofsacramento.org
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